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REMEMBER GEORGE

Kidnapped... Imprisoned... Blinded... Killed
STOP THE OXFORD ANIMAL LAB

G

eorge was a wild-caught macaque
monkey. Once he would have been
roaming free in the Tanzanian tundra, the
sugar plantations of Mauritius
or the jungles of
Indonesia and
China.

The professor’s ‘work’ on George had
involved causing him extensive injuries,
including blinding him. When telling his
story to the assembled group, the vivisector
laughed before he concluded his account,
recalling that after he had blinded George,
part of the experiment had been to then
take George out into the University Park.

Wrenched from
his home,
George was
transported to
the laboratory
where he was
forced to endure the most
extreme brutality and suffering at Oxford University. The
professor at Oxford University who named
him ‘George’ abused him for years before
he ﬁnally killed him.

Vivisectors like to talk about how much they
care about the animals they torture and
eventually kill. This man’s attitude shows
this is far from the truth. He made a mockery of the suffering of a smaller, weaker
creature. George is not the ﬁrst animal to
have been brutalised by Oxford University
vivisectors, nor will he be the last.

The only reason we actually know about
George is because someone inside Oxford
University was so appalled at how George
suffered that they were compelled to tell his
story so that his death would not be in vain.

George can’t be brought back, nor can we
take away the suffering he experienced imprisoned inside Oxford University, but what
we can and MUST do is to stop countless
others suffering his fate. If Oxford University are allowed to build their new animal research centre, it is inevitable that thousands
more will endure what George endured.

We have been told that – when talking to an
audience - the professor in question (who
had been investigated by police in November 2005 for cruelty to a monkey on whom
he was experimenting) appeared to exhibit
great satisfaction in detailing the injuries he
had caused George.
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George died alone, blind, afraid and imprisoned in a barren cage hardly big enough for
him to stand up in, denied the freedom into
which he was born.

Say NO to the Oxford Lab. Say YES
to a science based on compassion
and a science that actually works.
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